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Strategy - Survey



1. a planned series of actions for achieving 

something:

The company’s business strategy involves improving 

customer service.

strategy

She is a chess champion because of her 

skillful strategy.
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1. a set of questions that you ask a large number of 

people in order to find out about their opinions or 

behavior

Political surveys show Clinton is ahead of Sanders.

survey

2. to ask a large number of people questions in 

order to find out their attitudes or opinions :

They surveyed thousands of customers to determine the 

satisfaction rate.
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1. any written material:

The text was written at a college level.

text

2. To send someone a written message on a mobile 

phone.

Many teenagers are obsessed with texting.



1. a belief, custom, or way of doing something that 

has existed for a long time, or these beliefs, customs 

etc in general

A white bridal gown is a tradition in many countries 

around the world.

tradition

In 2008, Americans broke with tradition and elected 

their first black president.



1. to move from one place, school, job etc to 

another, or to make someone do this, especially 

within the same organization

Last year, the military transferred my husband to 

Nevada.

transfer

2. the process by which someone or something 

moves or is moved from one place, job etc to 

another

The company’s transfer of assets takes place annually.


